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Abstract—On-chip wireless links offer improved network per-
formance due to long distance communication, additional band-
width, and broadcasting capabilities of antennas. This work
challenges the on-chip antenna design conventions, and pushes to-
ward a Through-Silicon Via-based antenna design called TSV A
that establishes multi-band wireless communication through
the silicon substrate medium with only a 3 dB loss over a
30mm on-chip distance. The TSV A performance is evaluated
in both Finite Element Method and system-level Network-on-
Chip (NoC) simulations. A comparison to traditional wire-based
NoCs, analysis of wireless multi-bands, and technology scaling
to demonstrate the substantial area improvements compared
to traditional wireless NoCs (up to 99.88%) are performed.
Simulation results show an improvement in network latency
up to ∼13% (average improvement of ∼7%), energy-delay
improvements of ∼34% on average, and an improvement in
throughput up to ∼34% (average improvement of ∼23%), using
Wireless NoC with multi-band TSV As. The improved signal
performance of TSV A, and multi-band capabilities, are ideal for
wireless intercell communication for programmable metasurfaces
with dedicated communication layers.

Index Terms—network-on-chip, on-chip antenna, wireless in-
terconnect, multi-band, tsv

I. INTRODUCTION

On-chip antennas, implementing wireless interconnects, are

introduced for improved scalability of NoCs in [1–3]. These

antennas act as shortcut links for on-chip long-distance com-

munication. On-chip antennas offer improved latency and

broadcasting capabilities. Most antennae in literature operate

on a single wireless channel based on the resonant frequency,

which limits the overall in-flight transactions on the network.

Additional wireless channels in the network would require

an antenna with multiple resonant frequencies, and added

modulation in order to facilitate flow control and prevent

interference.
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Fig. 1. Die cross-section with 4 TSV As for on-chip wireless

communication.

Multiple wireless bands (channels) can be achieved in

various ways; each at a unique cost of area, power, and

complexity. The established methods to have more than one

wireless band include: 1) Directional antennas, 2) splitting

the transmission bandwidth of the antenna, and 3) include

different types of antennas at different resonant frequencies.

Directional antennas [4, 5], which work in pairs, allow for mul-

tiple wireless channels but their functionality is based on line-

of-sight and is subject to cross-interference. Creating multiple

wireless channels by splitting the bandwidth of the antenna

requires more complex modulation logic and additionally the

specified antenna must achieve a high enough bandwidth. An-

tennas with different resonant frequencies can be implemented,

although the fabrication process will increase in complexity

due to the all the possible antenna designs (dipole, zig-zag,

meander, folded, log-periodic). Due to the limiting surface

propagation of the wave and the lack of any waveguides, path

loss increases exponentially with distance until the antenna

cannot be operational at the target maximum distance of the

transceiver. Adding multiple antennas to account for path loss

is prohibitive due to a significant design overhead.

This work proposes a novel on-chip antenna (TSV A)

implemented with TSVs based on the disc-loaded monopole

antenna-style. The proposed antenna design can operate long-

distance (up to 30mm is simulated with only 3 dB loss)

and can be optimized to support multiple frequency bands

without needing line-of-sight. An illustrative cross-section of

two TSV A pairs is shown in Figure 1. The cross-section

includes both the front and back end of line (FEOL and BEOL)

of standard CMOS fabrication to visualize the location of

the main propagation wave (in the Si layer) and the TSV A.



Finite-element method through High Frequency Structure Sim-

ulator (HFSS) and printed circuit board (PCB) prototyping

are used to validate operation of the TSV A. A custom

mapping algorithm, which considers the multi-band properties

of the TSV A, is introduced to improve the placement location

on the NoC. Wireless Network-on-Chip (WNoC) evaluations

utilizing a cycle-accurate SystemC network simulator are

performed to measure performance improvement between to

wireless and non-wireless topologies.

A. TSV A Metasurface Intercell Wireless Communication

In recent years, on-chip monopole antennae similar to

TSV A, have been investigated as a viable alternative to

transmit commands for software-defined metasurfaces [6–10].

Metamaterials and metasurfaces are artificial materials with

programmable unit cell structures to achieve versatile func-

tionalities. Communication between these unit cells and the

controllers that “re-program” them is especially important in

enabling metasurface reconfigurability. Wireless communica-

tion between unit cells alleviates some of the issues that wired

communication encounters, including layout routing with the

increase in size of the metasurface [8]. With the increasing

adoption of metamaterials and metasurfaces, there is a need

for reliable antenna capable of distributing commands across

all unit cells for metasurface reconfigurability.

TSV A is the ideal candidate for improved wireless com-

munication within a metasurface, with the ability to transmit

at long distances with minimal loss. Support for multi-band

operation of TSV As allow for separate commands to be

issued at different unit cells of a metasurface at the same time,

improving the operation of the software-defined metasurface

considerably. Although TSV A is primarily designed for on-

chip wireless communication, the ability to increase the size

of the proposed antenna is effectively and accurately demon-

strated with the larger PCB prototype detailed in this work.

An overview of the related works is presented in Section II.

The proposed TSV A is detailed in Section III. FEM evalu-

ation of the proposed antenna and the multi-band operation

are presented in Section IV. An in-depth NoC analysis with

the TSV A integration is performed in Section V. Finally, the

conclusions of this work are outlined in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

The authors’ recent work [11, 12] introduced the feasibility

of the TSV Antenna within a single band and compared the

performance of a TSV A antenna to other state of the art

antennae. In [12], a PCB prototype is fabricated and measured

with a VNA in order to verify functionality and performance.

PCB measurements results indicate that the TSV A is capable

of transmission up to 800mil (20mm) distance with only

5 dB to 10 dB insertion loss. Multiple TSV A structures with

additional via to improve directivity are measured and eval-

uated, improving insertion loss from the standalone TSV A.

Finite element method simulations, executed through HFSS,

appear to match the measured results in lower frequencies.

The study of the multi-band properties of TSV A and system-

level Wireless Network-on-Chip evaluation, both of which are

detailed in this paper, were not performed in prior works.

Multi-band operation makes multiple wireless channels fea-

sible, such as those necessary in the application highlighted in

Section I-A, programming of metasurface unit cells through

multiple wireless channels.

The feasibility of on-chip wireless interconnects is first

studied by K. Kim and Kenneth K.O. [1]. Subsequent work by

Floyd and Lin [13, 14] demonstrate multiple fabricated (90nm–

130nm technology) antennas to be fully operational. Carbon

nanotube (CNT) as the primary material for dipole antennas

is proposed in [15]. The distinct properties of CNT support

operational in the THz or optical frequency range and can

achieve a bandwidth of ∼500 GHz. Although this technology

is promising, fabrication is challenging.

The addition of wireless interconnects in NoCs has been

studied extensively. The work on WNoCs focuses on the key

elements necessary for wireless operation, including topology,

routing, flit/packet wireless transmission, and various wireless

protocols. For example, Pande and Ganguly [16, 17] introduce

WNoC utilizing the theoretical feasibility of CNTs in [15].

Abadal et al. [18, 19] have studied opportunistic beamform-

ing in wireless network-on-chip and built a reconfigurable

beamforming scheme and have achieved moderate gains and

beamwidths below 90◦.

Yu et al. [20, 21] propose (and fabricated in 65nm bulk

CMOS process) an on-off keying (OOK) transmitter and

receiver which consume only 1.2 pJ/bit at a data rate of

16 Gb/s operating at 60 GHz. The energy per bit, area values,

and maximum operation distance (20mm) of the wireless

transceiver from Yu et al. [20, 21] are utilized in the system-

performance results reported in this work.

RF-interconnects, proposed in [22, 23] utilize transmission

lines (on or off chip) to guide EM waves from the transmitter

to the receiver. RF-I multi-band properties (each transmission

line can be a separate band) show a clear distinction from the

single wireless channel operation. Although capable of total

aggregate data rate of 30 Gb/s per RF-I wire, the wireless

benefits of broadcast and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) are not

possible in RF-I interconnects.

Mondal et al. [4] and Mineo et al. [5] evaluate WNoCs

with multi-band by utilizing the directional characteristics of

on-chip antennas. Mondal et al. utilize a planar log-periodic

antenna with enhanced directional capabilities to form three

concurrent wireless links. Each pair of antennas do not have

line-of-sight with the rest, therefore interference is avoided.

The planar log-periodic antennas occupy a large chip area

and is interference-free only if the antenna pairs do not cross.

Mineo et al. utilize a zig-zag antenna at different angles to

form groups of wireless communication within a single chip.

Similar issues to Mondal et al. resurface, antennas have to be

aligned a specific position and interference is only avoided if

there is no line-of-sight between groups.

More et al. [24] evaluate the impact of antenna positioning

on the different metal layers of the BEOL stack. It is observed

that the carrier frequency of a meander antenna [25, 26] shifts

if it is placed in metal layer 5 as opposed to metal layer 10.

The feasibility of WNoCs with multi-band by placing multiple

meander antennas at different metal layers is studied. The



conclusions indicate that it is possible to create multi-bands

without line-of-sight but the transmission loss is too large

and no system-level evaluations are performed. The meander

and planar log-periodic antennas are evaluated against the

proposed TSV A.

A Through-Glass Via monopole antenna for 3D IC is pro-

posed in [27, 28]. HFSS simulations and PCB fabrication show

a carrier frequency between 70 to 90 GHz, with a bandwidth of

∼10 GHz. The fabricated TGV antenna is designed at 6 GHz

and displays similar characteristics to the simulated version.

NoC performance and path loss are not evaluated for TGVs,

therefore system-level performance impacts are unknown.
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Fig. 2. HFSS Design of TSV A.

III. TSV ANTENNA FOR MULTI-BAND OPERATION

The design of a TSV A [12] is based on a typical disc-

loaded monopole antenna. The detailed model of the TSV A

from [12] is shown in Figure 2. A small gap is etched

around the TSV in the bottom ground plane to modify the

capacitance of the structure. This cylindrical disc can be used

for impedance matching to improve the overall signal strength.

Top and bottom ground planes (1μm thickness each in the

simulated environment) are added to the silicon substrate in

the FEOL of IC fabrication to strengthen the act of the silicon

substrate layer as a wireless waveguide for the signal. The

TSV A, as proposed in this paper, is amenable for operation

in multiple bands of frequency, based on the different design

parameters of the TSV. The height and the radius of a TSV are

the main design parameters of the TSV A. The ground plane,

the disc radius, and the Si gap radius are additional design

parameters of the TSV A.

The TSV A is placed inside the layer of silicon (Si)

substrate. The size of the silicon box is 3mm × 3mm × TSV
height (one of the tunable parameters of the TSV A). The

relative dielectric constant (ε r) used for the Si substrate is

11.7. The TSV material, top, and bottom ground planes are

selected to be copper (Cu).

A coplanar waveguide (CPW) is used to feed the signal to

the TSV A. The CPW is only feeding antenna, and does not

impact the resonant frequency of the antenna. Current traverses

in from the signal line of the CPW and then travels along the

via and radially outwards from the bottom disk. The radiating

part of the antenna is the via part; However, both the via and

the disk determine the resonance frequency of the antenna.

The resonance length of the antenna is comprised of both

the TSV height and the disc radius. For a 60 GHz monopole

antenna on air, the wavelength is 5mm, and the λ/4 = 1.25mm.

Silicon of relative dielectric constant of 11.7 further decreases

the resonant length to 365 μm. The antenna size (TSV height

+ disc radius – via radius) is smaller that this resonant length

as the disc edge and the ground plane form a capacitor. The

value of this capacitance can be adjusted by varying the Si

gap size. Due to skin effect, the current will flow on the

skin of the conductors. As the TSV radius is increased, the

current path is shorter, therefore it is a shorter antenna and the

resonance frequency increases. Additionally, as the TSV radius

is decreased, the path that the current flows is increased and

hence the resonant frequency decreases. Resonant frequency

is designed with these design parameters, e.g. with the silicon

in the gap, and the capacitance.

A. TSV Manufacturing Feasibility

The feasibility of the aspect ratio of 5:1 selected in this

work for the largest TSV A size is demonstrated in [29–32].

An even wider range of via holes, up to an aspect ratio of

100:5, are possible, for example in DRIE [30]. In addition, the

research community has investigated the process robustness in-

depth, sweeping the via dimensions from 3-80 μm wide and

45-160 μm deep in in 150mm and 200mm wafers [29]. There

is active research in the manufacturing of TSVs for 3D ICs and

interposers. Small dimension changes for crosstalk avoidance,

driving strength, stress, vertical reach and thermal conductivity

are studied in [29, 33, 34]. The TSV As benefit from these

packaging and manufacturing innovations. The configuration

of the bands can be advanced as the aspect ratio of TSVs

improve through this active area of research.

Further work on process variation and sensitivity is re-

quired for the successful integration of TSV As with multi-

band support. The same thoroughness must be dedicated

by manufacturing experts to investigate the robustness of a

wide range of TSVs to be used as TSV As. Any and all

manufacturing limitations can be modeled as design guidelines

for TSV As, and routinely updated with each advancement

in manufacturing improvements of TSVs (and consequently,

TSV As). The goal of this work is to demonstrate the design



space with the known TSV A manufacturing limitations. The

number of available bands will increase as the manufacturing

process for TSVs and interposers mature. A thorough robust-

ness investigation will determine i) the subset of TSV As

capable of interference-free wireless transmission, and ii) a

set of design rules to help architects and manufacturers finely

tune each TSV A and wireless band.

IV. SIMULATION STUDY OF TSV A

HFSS simulation results for the TSV A are provided in

Section IV-A to verify: 1) Communication quality through

scattering parameters, and, 2) bandwidth analysis to demon-

strate feasibility of multi-band operation. Cross-talk analysis of

two pairs of TSV As is performed in Section IV-B. Evaluation

of the TSV A without the bottom ground plane is performed

in Section IV-C. TSV A design space exploration of possible

configurations are evaluated in Section IV-D. Path loss analysis

is presented in Section IV-E. Analyses of the interference

between TSV As, including those with TSVs, are presented

in Section IV-F.

Band 2

Band 1

Band 3

Band 4

Band 5

Fig. 3. Reflection coefficient (S11) versus frequency. Variable

TSV radius. Each box represents a separate band. (HFSS

Simulated Results)

A. TSV A Scattering Parameters
S-parameters describe the input-output relationship be-

tween antennas, characterizing the channel to identify the

frequency and bandwidth of transmission. Reflection coeffi-

cient (S11) represents how much power is reflected from the

TSV A (lower is better). The TSV A reflection coefficients

for (arbitrarily selected) 5 representative bands are shown in

Figure 3, and there is room for more bands, as marked on

the figure. With the change in radius, the resonant frequency

shifts, with non-overlapping bands with viable bandwidth of

communication. Other TSV As with different design param-

eters (height, radius and optionally bottom plane disc radius

and Si gap dimension in Figure 2(b)) can be implemented

on-chip at design-time to enable multi-band transmission. The

radiation pattern of a single TSV A is shown in Figure 4 and

Figure 5. As it can be seen, TSV A has an omni-directional

radiation pattern.

Fig. 4. Radiation Pattern of TSV A at 60 GHz. (HFSS

Simulated Results)

Fig. 5. Radiation Pattern in the Silicon Substrate at 60 GHz

(Scale 0-2mm). (HFSS Simulated Results)

B. TSV A Cross-Talk

In Figure 6, two different pairs of TSV As are placed on

the same board at a distance of 6mm for each pair. The

TSV A pairs have two different radii. TSV_A 1 and TSV_A
2 have a radius of 20μm and TSV_A 3 and TSV_A 4 have

a radius of 100μm. These two pairs have distinct resonant

frequencies that do not interfere with each-other. S-parameters

for both pairs are shown in Figure 7. Both TSV A dimensions

have approximately the same bandwidth and transmission

coefficient (S21, S43). It is observed from Figure 7 that the

two pairs of TSV As do not interfere with each-other during

transmission and are adequately spaced to filter two distinct

structures. Although the transmission coeff. between TSV_A
1 and TSV_A 3 is ∼-10 dB, cross-talk is not an issue due

to the different resonant frequencies of both TSV As and

the gap in transmission coeff. between S31 and S21 (-10 dB

vs -3 dB). Therefore, frequency filtering (through a typical

bandpass filter) can be applied to distinguish the receiving

signal from noise.

Δ =
500 MHz

600 GHz
=

0.5

60
= 0.008

W0 = 60GHz,W = 60.5GHz

Wc =
1

0.008
∗ (60.5

60
− 60

60.5
) = 2

(1)



Fig. 6. Two pairs of TSV As with two different radii (20μm
and 100μm) placed at 6mm distance. (Scale 0-5mm)
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Fig. 7. S-parameters for two pairs of TSV As at two different

radii placed at 6mm distance. (HFSS Simulated Results)

A bandpass filter can be designed at 60 GHz with

500 MHz (59.75-60.25 Ghz) bandwidth. The bandpass filter

is made of 2 inductors and capacitors [35]. In addition, the

research community has investigated bandpass filter solu-

tions [36, 37] to obtain 25 dB attenuation at 60.5 Ghz with

an order of 2 as shown in Equation 1.

An alternative solution to band-pass filtering is the use of

tunable transceivers. For instance, the transceiver proposed in

Yu et al [20] is tunable to operate at particular frequencies

and bandwidths. Either solution is practical and efficient for

multi-band TSV As transmitting at separate frequencies.

C. TSV A Without GND Plane

The bottom ground plane can be removed to extend the

bandwidth of the TSV A to ∼5 GHz. Increased bandwidth

comes at the drawback of not having as many bands. For

instance, between 40 GHz and 80 GHz, a 1 GHz bandwidth

would enable 26 bands with a separation of 0.5 GHz between

bands. For 5 GHz bandwidth, on the other hand, the number

of bands falls to 7. S-parameters for a pair of TSV A com-

municating at 5mm distance without the bottom ground plane

are shown in Figure 8. The reflection coefficient is -30 dB and

the transmission coefficient is -1.4 dB.
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Fig. 8. S-parameters of TSV A pair without bottom GND

plane. (HFSS Simulated Results)

D. TSV A Design Space Exploration

Design space exploration (DSE) is performed to provide

general design guidelines for TSV As. For generality, the

geometry of the TSV is selected as a cylinder. For a specific

technology or etching process, the geometry of the TSVs can

be adjusted, for instance, into a circular cone with angled

walls. The parameters in DSE are depicted in Figure 2.

The TSV A height is simulated from 500μm to 300μm, and

the TSV A radius is simulated from 120μm to 5μm. The

manufacturing constraints of such TSVs with different radius

and height need to be investigated, and if proven restraining,

can be factored as design guidelines for a practical multi-

band TSV A implementation. In this work, manufacturing

limitations are considered very broadly, not specific to one

solution but a broader range of available geometries from

literature.

TABLE I. TSV A Design Space Exploration (@60 GHz)

Parameters Design Range TSV A Change
TSV Height 300-500 μm Carrier Frequency: ±15 GHz

TSV Radius 5-120 μm Carrier Frequency: ±5 GHz

Disc Radius 5-120 μm Return Loss: ±10 dB

Si Gap 1-15 μm Return Loss: ±10 dB

The results of these multitude of experiments are shown

in Table I and presented as follows. It is observed, in design

space exploration, that the TSV A height shifts the carrier

frequency between the 50 GHz and 75 GHz bands, and the

increasing TSV A radius adds an additional 5 GHz range.

Shorter TSV As with a smaller radius operate at higher

frequencies. Smaller Si gap and larger disc radius improve the

reflection coeff. up to 10 dB. The disc radius and Si gap are

simulated from 120μm to 5μm and 15μm to 1μm, respectively.

Each design parameter changes particular characteristics of the



wireless channel at varied magnitudes, making the TSV A a

highly configurable wireless interconnect.
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Fig. 9. Transmission coefficient (S21) versus distance for

TSV A, log-periodic [38] and meander [26] antennas. (HFSS

Simulated Results)

E. Path Loss Analysis

Path loss is a major component in the characterization of

transmission distance and power consumption, and represents

the reduction of the input power as the EM field propagates

through the substrate. Transmission coefficient (S21) repre-

sents the power received at the second TSV A relative to

the power input to the first TSV A (higher is better). Path

loss analysis is performed for the TSV A with and without

the bottom ground plane and compared against the planar

log-periodic [4, 38] and meander [25, 26] antenna. The results

of the evaluation are shown in Figure 9. The two TSV As

(Tx and Rx) are placed at increasing distances (1.25mm–

30mm) from each other and the transmission coefficient (S21)

is recorded from the HFSS FEM simulations. The TSV A has

an almost constant and very low -3 dB path loss due to the

undoped silicon substrate layer acting as a wireless waveguide

for the signal. These path loss properties hold true with or

without the bottom ground plane, thus the bottom ground plane

being marked optional. The planar log-periodic and meander

antennas suffer from exponential increase in path loss (up to

-40 dB for the meander and up to -35 dB for the log-periodic

antennas) due to the surface-propagation of the EM field.

The addition of multi-band support of the TSV A compared

to the other antennas sacrifices bandwidth. TSV As with

increased bandwidth can be implemented by not including the

bottom ground plane. The TSV A without the bottom ground

plane has a very similar path loss of -3 dB. The TSV A

without the bottom ground plane has an increased bandwidth

of ∼5 GHz compared to the TSV As with the bottom ground

plane added. Improved path loss leads to several benefits,

including: 1) The removal of low-noise amplifiers (LNAs),

2) low and constant power consumption, and, 3) increased

TSV A position flexibility during design-time.

F. TSV A Interference from TSV

In Figure 10, two TSV As are placed on the same board at

a distance of 6mm. Multiple rows of TSVs are added between

the TSV As to quantify the interference caused from other

TSVs in the system. Multiple structures are evaluated includ-

ing a sweep of 1 to 4 TSV rows, and additionally 50 other

structures with randomly placed TSVs on the board, as shown

in Figure 11. Reflection coefficient (S11) and transmission

coefficient (21) for all obstructions are shown in Table II. The

resonant frequency is 60 GHz. All TSVs have a radius of

20μm and are equally spaced at 225μm. The reflection and

transmission coefficients of the 50 randomized placements are

averaged together. Without any obstruction, the TSV As has a

reflection coeff. of -16 dB and transmission coeff. of -2.2 dB.

With 3 or 4 TSV rows of obstruction, the minimum reflection

and transmission coeff. are -8.5 dB and -17 dB, respectively.

The average reflection and transmission coeff. of the

TSV As with the randomized TSV obstructions are -15.5 dB

and -6.6 dB, respectively. TSV A is shown to operate with

additional TSVs in the silicon substrate layer, and even in

the worst-case scenario it performs better than the planar log-

periodic [4, 38] and meander [25, 26] antennas, at -20 dB to

-30 dB at 6mm distance, without any interference. For optimal

signal performance, the substrate layer can be dedicated only

to the TSV As for RF communication. If the silicon substrate

layer cannot be dedicated to the TSV As, guidelines can be

developed for floorplanning to minimize interference between

TSV As and typical TSVs.

Fig. 10. TSV A pair obstructed by 4 rows of TSVs. (Scale

0-3mm, HFSS Simulated Results)

Fig. 11. TSV A pair obstructed by randomly placed TSVs.

(Scale 0-3mm, HFSS Simulated Results)

G. PCB Prototype [12] of TSV A Design (PCB TSV A)

The PCB measurement results in [12] are used to char-

acterize the TSV As, and to prove the fidelity of HFSS

results for TSV A implementations in IC integration. The



TABLE II. TSV impact on TSV A performance.

Obstruction Reflection Coeff. (S11) Transmission Coeff. (S21)
None -16 dB -2.2 dB

1 Row TSV -12 dB -7 dB

2 Row TSV -12 dB -12 dB

3 Row TSV -8.5 dB -16 dB

4 Row TSV -8.5 dB -17 dB

Random -15.5 dB -6.6 dB

PCB prototypes use the Rogers RO4003C material with a

dielectric constant εr of 3.55 and a dielectric tangent loss

of 2.7× 10−3, high resistivity (HR) silicon for 3D ICs has

up to 10 kΩ · cm which corresponds to a conductivity of

1× 10−2 Sm−1. Tangent loss of HR silicon is calculated as

[2]:

tan δ =
σ

ω ∗ ε , (2)

where σ is the electrical conductivity of the medium, ω is the

angular frequency, and ε represents permittivity of the medium.

Considering a resistivity of 3 kΩ · cm for silicon (εr of

11.7) in 3D ICs, the tangent loss at 20 GHz is calculated

as 2.6× 10−3, approximately the same as the tangent loss

of the Rogers RO4003C material. This similarity of tangent

loss value is the rationale behind evaluating the TSV A PCB

prototype as a surrogate for the (prohibitively costly) 3D IC

TSV As.

Fig. 12. Photo of all fabricated PCB structures next to a US

quarter. Each square in the background has 5mm sides.

The PCB prototype board housing the TSV A structures at

400mil and 800mil distance is shown in Figure 12. Measured

and simulated results of the PCB TSV A prototypes are

juxtaposed in Figure 13 and 14. There are multiple major

measured resonant frequencies as shown in Figure 13. These

resonant frequencies are 24, 29 and 35 GHz. The reflection

coeff. for these frequencies is between -9 and -15 dB and

the transmission coeff. is -6 to -9 dB. The simulated results

match the measured results quite closely (within 2–5 dB) and

all resonant frequencies are accounted for in the HFSS results.

Note that the transmission coefficient includes the loss from

the CPW feed, therefore actual loss from the TSV A alone is

even lower.

For the TSV As placed at a further distance of 800mil,

there are still multiple resonant frequencies, as shown in

Figure 14. These resonant frequencies are 29, 34 and 37 GHz.

Transmission coeff. is consistently less than -10 dB for each

of the major resonant frequencies. The simulated results

match the measured results, although a little less accurately,

but within 2 to 5 dB accuracy at the resonant frequencies.

Vector Network Analyzer measurements from [12] support the
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Fig. 13. Measured (blue) vs simulated (red) TSV As at 400mil

distance.
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Fig. 14. Measured (blue) vs simulated (red) TSV As at 800mil

distance.

conclusion that: i) The HFSS simulations of TSV As have

high fidelity, and ii) the proposed TSV As support multiple

resonant frequencies, with transmission coeff. below -10 dB

at distances that are verified in measurements to 20mm.

V. WNOC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF TSV AS

Cycle-accurate network simulations are performed to mea-

sure performance improvement, and estimate the power con-

sumption of the proposed multi-band WNoC with TSV As.

Details about the WNoC simulator, traffic patterns, and routing

algorithm are presented in Section V-A. To improve the

network coverage of the TSV As, a heuristic antenna place-

ment algorithm is proposed in Section V-B. The algorithm

is contrasted with a Monte Carlo uniform distribution anal-

ysis to quantify the TSV A placement WNoC performance.

WNoC performance evaluations of throughput, energy per flit,

latency, and energy-delay product for multiple configurations

are shown in Section V-C. The performance impact of TSV A

failure on a WNoC with 4 wireless bands is evaluated in

Section V-D. The analyses of NoC area and the impact of

technology scaling are detailed in Section V-E.

A. Simulation Setup

A cycle-accurate SystemC network simulator is used to

perform the WNoC with multi-band performance evaluation.

Multiple design choices, including mesh size and buffering, are

shown in Table III. The mesh size arbitrarily chosen for this



evaluation is 12×12 (total 144 PEs), and the total number of

wireless antennas is 64 TSV As. Multiple band configurations

are evaluated, ranging from 1 single band of 64 TSV As on

the WNoC to 8 separate bands of 8 TSV As. The packet size is

10 flits and the flit size is 32 bits. Area and power estimations

are performed utilizing the latest version of DSENT [39]. The

energy per bit and area values of the wireless transceiver are

obtained from Yu et al. [20, 21].

A 12x12 mesh is arbitrarily chosen as a baseline NoC to

guarantee both dimensions equal as opposed to 128 PEs which

would not allow an even distribution of the PEs. Larger NoC

evaluation (256+ PEs) is considered too large as the primary

evaluation setup. Although, larger NoC sizes would provide

additional insight on the benefits of multi-band, the current

baseline NoC size is selected due to the higher possibility for

adoption in industry compared to larger NoCs. In addition,

alternative NoC designs are not considered as the aim is to

provide a clear and concise WNoC performance evaluation of

the benefits of multi-band support alone.

TABLE III. Wireless NoC Parameters

Parameter Design
Mesh size 12x12

Total # of PEs 144 PEs

# of Virtual Channels 4 VCs

# of Router I/O Buffers 4 (flits)

# of TSV As 64

# of TSV A Buffers 10 (flits)

Flit Size 32 bits

Packet Size 10 flits

1) WNoC Traffic Patterns Overview: Five traffic patterns

are used to analyze the WNoC: 1) uniform random, 2) bit

transpose, 3) bit reversal, 4) shuffle, and 5) butterfly. The main

focus of this WNoC analysis is to provide a thorough inves-

tigation of network performance utilizing TSV As, focusing

solely on the packet-transfer aspect, so the synthetic traffic

is appropriate (and preferred). Real application workloads

such as Splash2 and Parsec3 benchmarks [40, 41] have low

utilization rate of the NoC and do not allow for thorough

network analysis.

2) WNoC Routing Algorithm: The routing algorithm uti-

lized in the WNoC is a simplistic shortest path route used in

prior WNoC studies [17, 42]. The algorithm combines the stan-

dard deterministic XY routing and wireless transmission. In

particular, the distance between the source and the destination

through a wireless link is compared to the distance of a con-

ventional wired link between the source/destination pair before

committing to either link. Packet routing through the wired

links is carried out with a deterministic XY-dimension order

routing algorithm. Deadlock-freedom is achieved by using

multiple virtual channels (VCs). A token-passing arbitration

mechanism is used between the wireless nodes operating in the

same frequency band. The token dictates which TSV A can

transmit at that particular cycle. This selective approach in the

usage of the wireless links avoids creating bottlenecks in the

network. After the placement of the TSV As each node can be

either TSV A-equipped or not, therefore the router is checked

Algorithm 1 Multi-Band Antenna Placement for WNoC.

Input:
Number of wireless bands W , Number of TSV As per

wireless band,

t: current temperature for SA,

tfinal: final temperature for SA,

itotal: number of iterations at each temperature for SA.

f : Cost function,

α: Temperature reduction function,

Output:
A two dimensional array representing TSV As on a

WNoC with values representing the TSV A position and

the wireless band.

1: for each Band ∈ W do
2: Generate initial mapping M0

{Start annealing...}
3: while t > tfinal do
4: for i = 1 to itotal do
5: Generate new mapping M
6: δ = f(M)− f(M0)
7: if δ < 0 then
8: M0 = M
9: else

10: Generate random number x from 0 to 1

11: if x < exp (−δ/t) then
12: M0 = M
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: t = α(t)
17: end while
18: Return M0

19: end for

if it can wireless transmit the packet and if the receiving

TSV A is closer than the wired distance utilizing XY routing.

The algorithm only checks for TSV As that are in the same

frequency band as the current TSV A-equipped router. Band

hopping during transmission, i.e. one packet originating in one

band but switching bands through the wired mesh routing, is

permitted in the routing algorithm. If the token is not currently

assigned to the current TSV A, the packet is placed in a buffer

for transmission. If there is no space in the buffer assigned to

the wireless link for the head flit of the packet to wait for the

token, then the packet is routed through the wired mesh.

B. WNoC Multi-Band Placement

As discussed in Section IV-A, the TSV A has multi-band

properties tied to the parameter configuration of the TSV

acting as the main radiating element. Other antenna designs

show multi-band properties [43] as well, but their concurrency

dictates more complex modulation logic for each band. In-

creased modulation logic for each band on one antenna leads

to larger area and power consumption [20]. The TSV A varies



wireless bands based on simple physical properties (such as

TSV radius), decreasing the overall complexity of modulation

for each antenna, in addition to three orders of reduction in

antenna size (μm size TSV As vs mm-long antennae in liter-

ature). Furthermore, more complex modulation (as opposed to

the basic on-off keying) can be applied to the TSV As for an

additional increase in the number of bands. Antenna placement

is critical in ensuring the highest wireless throughput for

the WNoC with TSV As. Existing multi-band antennas in

literature (which have multiple resonant frequencies) do not

consider wireless coverage (if the signal from each antenna

can reach the entire area of the chip) because their modulation

logic handles all traffic from all bands. To this end, this is the

first paper to propose a TSV A placement algorithm for multi-

band WNoCs to improve network throughput and latency.

1) Multi-Band Placement Algorithm: The main objective

of Algorithm 1 is to minimize the aggregate hop count of

the NoC by introducing shortcut links in the network through

the TSV As. The solution space for antenna placement grows

exponentially with mesh size, therefore Algorithm 1 is based

on simulated annealing (SA) [44]. The algorithm presented

in Algorithm 1 is heuristic in nature and is not the optimal

implementation in terms of execution time. Further improve-

ments can be made to the algorithm to improve parallelism

and decrease execution time. The input to the algorithm takes

into account the mesh dimensions, the number of wireless

bands, and the number of TSV As for each band. The first

step of the algorithm is to calculate the aggregate hop count

without TSV As, which is calculated as the sum of all hops

for all source and destination pairs utilizing XY routing. After

the cost function totalDist is calculated, a random placement

M0 of all TSV As in a band is performed. Simulated an-

nealing (line 3) randomly swaps TSV As with their nearest

neighbors for i amount of iterations and generates a new

mapping M (line 5). The cost function is re-calculated (line 6),

if it is smaller than the current totalDist the current placement

M of the TSV A replaces M0 (lines 6–8). If the random swap

affected totalDist negatively, there is a possibility (lines 9–

12) that the mapping M0 will still be replaced by m (line 12).

The updated totalDist and mapping are then used as the

new reference for other swaps. Additional TSV A swaps are

performed for the total number of iterations i, afterwards t
is decremented by 5% and the procedure is repeated until

tfinal (line 3). This process is completed for all wireless

bands (line 1) and the totalDist is updated throughout with

the new added wireless shortcut links. The final result of the

algorithm is a placement of all TSV As from all available

wireless bands to globally minimize the aggregate hop count

of the WNoC.

2) Multi-Band Monte Carlo Analysis: Monte Carlo uniform

distribution analysis is performed to evaluate the efficacy of

Algorithm 1. A thousand (1,000) different random TSV A

mappings for each packet injection rate are compared to the

WNoC with TSV As placed using Algorithm 1. The number

of bands is kept constant at 4 frequency bands, and each

band is equipped with 16 TSV As. Performance is measured

as average latency on a 12×12 WNoC, utilizing uniform

random traffic, all other parameters are described in Table III.

The Algorithm performs consistently under the mean for the

average delay and has the added benefit of being adaptable for

various topologies and larger WNoCs which may require an

excessive sweep of Monte Carlo simulations.
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Fig. 15. Monte Carlo analysis of latency in a WNoC.

C. WNoC Performance Evaluation

Simulations results of the multiple WNoC configurations

under different synthetic traffic patterns are shown in Fig-

ure 16. The performance metrics evaluated are:

1) Throughput,

2) Average energy per flit,

3) Normalized average latency, and,

4) Energy-delay per flit.

The results shown are focused on the performance at

network saturation for each WNoC configuration, a norm in

NoC literature. In order to identify the network saturation point

for each network traffic pattern and configuration, the packet

injection rate is analyzed from 0.05 up to 0.9 flits/cycle/IP. For

instance, network saturation of WNoC with 4 wireless bands

for uniform random traffic pattern occurs at ∼0.5 flits/cycle/IP.

Additional details regarding the WNoC configuration, includ-

ing VC count and packet size, are shown in Table III.

Throughput: Throughput results are shown in Fig-

ure 16(a). Across all traffic patterns and multiple wireless

bands, network throughput improves considerably. The im-

provement is up to ∼52% in the uniform random traffic pattern

compared to the flat mesh topology. Each traffic pattern favors

a different WNoC configuration, the uniform random traffic

pattern clearly favors as many wireless bands as possible,

which in turn increase the total number of flits-in-flight.

Because the uniform random traffic pattern does not have a

specific source-destination mathematical model (as opposed to

the other patterns), throughput improvement of ∼52% from

the flat mesh and ∼29% from the single band WNoC is

directly correlated to the increase in wireless channels/bands.

Similar behavior is observed with the bitreversal and shuffle
traffic pattern, up to ∼33% compared to the single band

WNoC. The WNoC running the transpose traffic pattern has

the highest throughput of ∼35% with 4 bands as opposed to

other configurations. Increased the number of bands, while



increasing the flits in flight, also decreases overall coverage.

Therefore, some locations might be reachable only through

partial wireless and wired traversals, which in turn lowers the

total throughput of the network. The butterfly traffic pattern

does not utilize the benefits of added bands, as throughput

improvement is constant at ∼6% with an increasing number

of wireless channels.

Latency: Network latency evaluation is shown in Fig-

ure 16(b). Similar to throughput, latency is improved across

the board, up to ∼38% when compared against the flat mesh

topology. The bitreversal and shuffle traffic patterns display

an increase in latency with an increasing number of wireless

bands. This is attributed to the additional hops necessary reach

the destination in case the destination node is not in close

proximity to the TSV A. The ratio of TSV A to router for

any particular band is decreased with the addition of bands

and additional hops are required to complete the transmission.

These additional hops happen in the wired mesh because the

distance in hops to the destination is fewer than the wireless

link choice. In the case of the uniform random traffic pattern,

latency is improved up to ∼10% with the addition of multi-

band support. The largest improvement in latency comes from

the butterfly traffic patterns, with an improvement of up to

∼14% in latency. WNoC running the transpose traffic pattern

has an improvement in latency up to ∼7% with added multi-

band support.

Energy per flit: The energy per flit is defined as the

average energy consumed to transmit a single flit through

the network. Energy per flit evaluation of multiple WNoC

configurations is shown in Figure 16(c). A WNoC offering

a higher performance is expected to have a lower saturation

energy per flit. Energy estimations are performed utilizing the

latest version of DSENT using the 32nm technology node.

The energy for a wireless transfer is 1.2 pJ/bit based on the

transceiver proposed in [20, 21] using the 65nm technology

node. No power scaling for the OOK transceiver has been

performed. According to Figure 16(c), there is a decrease of

∼28% in energy per flit compared to the flat mesh topology.

This is excepted when considering the increase in network

throughput of ∼52% and decrease in network latency of

∼38%. In the case of the uniform random traffic pattern,

the increase in energy per flit from 1 band to 8 bands is

∼10%. The transpose and butterfly traffic patterns have an

improvement in energy consumption with 4 wireless bands, up

to ∼20% and ∼5%, respectively. The bitreversal and shuffle
traffic patterns show decreased energy per flit up to ∼30%

on 8 bands compared to the single band. These traffic pattern

offers a higher load to the diagonal across the WNoC, the

wireless interconnect is used more often and more transactions

are completed, therefore a decrease in energy per flit.
Energy-delay product: Energy-delay product evaluation is

shown in Figure 16(d). This performance metric is especially

useful because network latency and energy per flit are both

taken into account, therefore characterizing the improvement

in network performance considering the added energy con-

sumption. All traffic patterns display an improvement in EDP

when contrasted against the flat mesh. This is partly attributed

to the improvement in latency across the board for all traffic

patterns. An average improvement of ∼35% and a maximum

of ∼50% in EDP are obtained through the WNoC multi-band

configurations. The uniform random traffic pattern has an EDP

improvement of ∼50% in the single band configuration, Multi-
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Fig. 16. Simulation results for varying synthetic traffic patterns.



ple bands also feature significant EDP improvement of ∼40%

compared to the wired flat mesh. The transpose and bitreversal
traffic patterns have an improvement in EDP with the increase

of wireless bands. The shuffle traffic pattern improves EDP up

to ∼7% when in 2-band and 8-band configuration, although

EDP increases ∼10% in the 4-band configuration (compared

to the single band configuration), which is still 6% better

than flat-mesh. WNoC running the butterfly traffic pattern

has an improvement in EDP up to ∼20% with the addition

and increase of wireless bands. Although the butterfly traffic

pattern only had ∼6% improvement in throughput and ∼3% in

energy per flit, packet latency is improved drastically, therefore

EDP is also improved considerably.
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Fig. 17. WNoC - 4 Band performance impact of failure rate.

D. Performance Evaluation in Case of Failure

In Figure 17, the performance impact of TSV A failure on a

WNoC with 4 wireless bands is evaluated. Fault detection and

the mitigation process have additional overhead not included

in this work. Instead, this evaluation focuses on the perfor-

mance impact in case of a failure with a probability. Fault-

tolerant techniques in literature that provide effective fault-

tolerant routing schemes include [45–47]. These schemes can

be implemented into WNoC with TSV As and multi-band to

improve performance and reliability, and to more accurately

reflect the design overhead.

Failure analysis is performed assuming that for each wire-

less transmission during the simulation runtime, there is a

failure probability ranging from 0% to 75%, similar to other

work in reliability [45, 47]. If the transmission fails then the

packet is re-routed through the wired mesh until it reaches

its destination or another router equipped with a TSV A.

Throughput and latency are measured across multiple synthetic

traffic patterns and 4 probability rates.

Throughput: Across most traffic patterns and multiple

failure rates, network throughput remains constant. This can

be attributed to the balanced network utilization achieved by

re-routing packets through the wired mesh. WNoC running

the transpose traffic pattern has a lower throughput of ∼10%

with a TSV A failure rate of 75% as opposed to other failure

rates. The transpose traffic pattern offers a higher load to the

diagonal across the WNoC causing a bottleneck on the wired

mesh due to the high wireless demand and high failure rate.

Latency: Across most traffic patterns and multiple failure

rates, network latency increases considerably. The increase in

latency is up to ∼34% in the butterfly traffic pattern compared

to the 0% failure rate. Latency increase is linear with the

increase of failure, up to ∼15% in the uniform random traffic

pattern. This increase in latency is attributed to the decrease

in usage of the wireless interconnect provided by the addition

of TSV As in the WNoC.

All other bands display similar performance degradation,

although due to the re-routing of packets towards the wired

mesh in case of failure, the system never fully fails and is able

to complete the simulation.

E. Area and Technology Scaling

Area and technology scaling analysis are performed to

evaluate the impact of future scaling trends on the WNoC

with TSV As. The area overheads for the router, antennas,

and transceiver are shown for multiple technology nodes in

Figure 18. These numbers account for individual routers,

antennas, and transceivers. The antennas measured are the

planar log-periodic [4], meander [25] and TSV A. In the case

of multiple wireless bands, the area of the largest TSV A is se-

lected. The radius of the TSV A is increased by 10μm for each

additional band. The area for the TSV A has been quadrupled

to account for keep-out-zones and pitch requirements. The area

of the single band TSV A is 1600 μm2, the area of the largest

TSV A in the 4-band configuration is 2.56×104 μm2.
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In contrast, the area for the log-periodic antenna is

1.32×106 μm2, and the area of the meander antenna is

1.06×105 μm2. The proposed single-band TSV A offers

99.88% and 98.49% area reduction compared to the planar

log-periodic and meander antennas, respectively.

The original design for the transceiver proposed in [20, 21]

is in the 65nm technology node. Area scaling from 65nm

to smaller technology nodes is performed following standard

CMOS scaling equations described in [48]. In the case of the

TSV As, the largest impact in network area is attributed to the

router logic/buffering and the OOK transceiver for the wireless



interconnects. On the other hand, the meander and planar log-

periodic antennas are exponentially larger than the TSV A

solution. The area overheads for both router and transceiver

decrease with technology scaling. The TSV A area depends

on the number of bands and the carrier frequency.
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Fig. 19. Energy-delay product for multiple technology nodes

for uniform traffic with 1.2 pJ/bit TSV As.

The normalized energy-delay product per flit for WNoC on

a uniform random traffic pattern at multiple technology nodes

is shown in Figure 19. Significant EDP improvement of ∼50%

can be achieved with the addition of TSV As in the flat mesh.

Additional bands show an improvement of ∼40% over the flat

mesh topology. Technology node scaling does not impact the

benefits in EDP of up to ∼50%, the EDP improvement is

sustained in both the 22nm and 11nm technology nodes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes a novel communication infrastructure,

utilizing TSVs for on-chip wireless communication. FEM and

cycle-accurate system simulations are performed to 1) validate

the operation of the TSV antenna (TSV A), and 2) pro-

vide Network-on-Chip performance evaluations. HFSS results

demonstrate that the TSV A can be configured to operate in

multiple frequency bands, allowing for Wireless NoCs with

multiple wireless channels or wireless intercell communication

in reconfigurable metasurfaces at practically no cost in area

and energy consumption.

A placement algorithm is proposed to place TSV As on a

WNoC, and system-level evaluation is performed to measure

the performance improvement. Results show that each work-

load has an increase in throughput and decrease in latency

at various WNoC band configuration. Throughput improve-

ment is on average 23% (increasing the number of bands

from single band) and can reach as high as ∼34%. Latency

improvements are ∼7% on average and can reach ∼13% in

specific workloads. Energy benefits are ∼21% on average and

can reach ∼29% in specific workloads. Energy-delay product

improvements are ∼34% on average and can reach ∼50% in

specific workloads. The highly configurable nature of TSV As

enables different configurations which are tailored to specific

workloads or design choices.

Future work on TSV As will focus on improving trans-

mission bandwidth even further while maintaining ease of

fabrication and implementation. The application of TSV A in

metasurfaces, mentioned in Section I-A, would benefit from

such improved transmission bandwidth. The analysis in future

work will include TSV A for intercell wireless communica-

tion in reconfigurable metasurfaces. System integration rules

of TSV As, to support desired robustness as described in

Section III-A, will be studied in the future.
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